Client Councils Update
Issue 6 – June 2016

Welcome to a new issue of the Client Councils Update, which covers the latest news
and initiatives from Client Councils.
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Customer involvement through
Client Councils

 Key clients take an active part
in Client Councils.

 Use the dialogue with clients:
 For transparency and
information from Rabobank
to its clients, both global
and local.
 To facilitate an active
discussion on:
-

Industry challenges

-

Relevant topics for the
community

-

Feedback on
Rabobobank’s role as
an agribusiness and
rural bank.
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Rabobank Client Council themes

1

LONG-TERM INDUSTRY CAPACITY AND
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

2

SUSTAINABILITY

 Challenge of retaining and attracting youth

 Environmental compliance

 Succession planning (ownership) and agricultural force
(labour)

 Water availability, water quality and erosion

 Waste Management.

 Decreasing offer of agricultural education in rural
areas

 Lack of recognition of agricultural skills.

3

RURAL / URBAN DIVIDE
 Farming reputation
 Unbalanced communication causes misperceptions of

4

RURAL HEALTH
 Access to health care in rural and remote areas
 Denial of health issues

farming practices and hurts farming’s reputation.

 Need for early identification of mental health
issues.

Client Councils in Australia
There are currently
13 Client Councils in Australia

Client Council

Local focus theme

Ayr

 Youth engagement | Sustainability

Rockhampton

 Career opportunities in agriculture

Southern Qld

 Financial literacy | Rural Health

Dubbo

 Young farmers financial workshops | Rural and Mental Health

Griffith

 Youth engagement

Northern NSW



Shepparton

 Career opportunities in agriculture

Warrnambool

 Career opportunities in agriculture | Urban / Rural divide

Tasmania

 Youth engagement | Career opportunities in agriculture

Berri

 Young farmers financial workshops | Technology use

Kadina

 Youth engagement

Narrogin

 Youth engagement | Mentoring

Geraldton

 Youth engagement | Mentoring

Financial literacy for young farmers
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Initiatives progress update


Farm Experience Program [Australia wide]

Following the successful delivery of five programs in 2015, we have committed to deliver six programs
across Australia this year.
The 2016 FX schedule kicked off in Albury. This was the first FX Program tailored to a specific
commodity sector and delivered outside of the Client Council network. The Albury branch did a great
job engaging the local dairy community to become hosts and showcase the dairy industry and promote
agriculture as a future career path.
Eight city based James Fallon High School students experienced life on dairy farms. The students were
hosted by six farming families from the North-East Victorian dairy region. During the week-long
program students learnt about the milking process, animal health and nutrition, pasture management,
genetics, irrigation and agronomy.
The program attracted strong media interest and was featured on front page of the The Border Mail and
on the digital and printed edition of The Land, along with fantastic social media activity over the week.
Feedback from the students was overwhelmingly positive with all students reporting they would
recommend the FX Program to friends. In fact, the students did a great job promoting the industry by
social media while on farm, with some posts attracting over 300 views. These posts can be viewed by
searching for #RaboFarmExperience on Facebook and Instagram.
The additional five programs are scheduled to take place in Moora (WA), Launceston (Tas), Roma (Qld),
Kadina (SA) and Albany (WA).
Building on the success of the Australian experience, the first New Zealand FX Program will be piloted in
the Canterbury Region in July.
Furthermore, Rabobank gave a presentation about the Farm Experience Program at the Primary
Industries Education Foundation Australia Conference which was held last May. The presentation can be
viewed here.
To visit the program’s website, please click here.
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GlobalFarmers.com [Australia and global]

We’re excited to announce that our online agri community has been launched, with a new name, a new
look and new functionality. GlobalFarmers.com is a world-wide digital farming community aiming to
unlock knowledge and networks to help farmers be more successful and connect with local and global
peers. It’s exclusively for Rabobank rural clients and also includes rural Rabo staff, along with members
from ‘trusted partners’ (e.g. Nuffield International and Wageningen University).
Almost 100 farmers from Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, the US and the Netherlands are already on
board (as members of the test site Enabling Farmers), including some members of Australian Client
Councils.
Co-creation with the Councils
GlobalFarmers.com is not just a website – we hope to build an online community, for farmers by
farmers, and eventually an entire digital platform based on farmers’ needs.
You can already read commentary on Rabobank reports, find news on other Rabobank initiatives, join
discussion forums and keep up with what farmers around the world are talking about. We are working
on adding more ‘tech tools’ as well as extra content and functionality.
With this in mind, we want to particularly encourage Client Council members to get involved. Many of
the changes we have made to the site were in response to issues identified by Client Council members.
Connecting farmers with farmers is our priority. It’s an ongoing challenge – as connection means
different things to different people – but we hope the new functions we’ve added ‘enable’ these
connections.
As per Client Council members request to get in touch with peers from their own and other councils, we
are working on the functionality to have closed member groups, similar to a LinkedIn or Facebook
closed group.
Join us
Client Council
members are welcome
to join the community.
If you are not a
member yet, you can
request an invitation
via the link on
GlobalFarmers.com.
We strongly
encourage you to join
the platform and
welcome your
comments and
feedback to help us
improve.
If you have any
questions or
suggestions on
GlobalFarmers.com,
please feel free to
contact Katie
McRobert.
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Seed, Grow & Show Program [Ayr]

The Seed, Grow & Show Program, which brings young high school students and agriculture together is
gaining momentum in the Burdekin region.
In 2015, Home Hill High School (HHHS)
year 7 students were involved in two
field excursions to the Burdekin
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
(DAF) site where they were involved in
planting, attended presentations on
agronomy, pests, soils, marketing,
sustainability and all other related
topics and lastly harvesting the crops.
Furthermore they learned about the
array of jobs available in agriculture.
For 2016, we now have HHHS solidly
involved with the program and have
introduced Ayr State High School
(ASHS) teachers and year 7 students
for the first time.
HHHS carried out their first excursion
on 21 April and were hands on in
planting rock melons seedlings, corn
and legume seeds. The students were
also introduced to beehive owners, who
presented the importance of
pollination. An agronomist presented
on soil structure, classification of soil
types and the effects of soil acidity and
pests on crops. A Rabobank Client
Council member, who is a cane and
legume farmer, explained to the
students why soil health is so important
to agriculture and other client members
presented on general mechanics of day
to day operations and their reliance on
expert field officers to produce their
crops. The excursion was attended by
30 students.
ASHS teachers and 60 students carried out their first excursions on 27 April. They planted similar crops
and had similar presenters to the previous group. Both days were highly successful with teachers and
students finding the content informative and interactive. Students had to complete workbooks which
form part of their curriculum.
Both groups will revisit the DAF site again to harvest their crops and reap the rewards by tasting the
produce and will enter the best of their crop into the local show. Last year the students received some
‘Firsts’ awards from the show society and the Ayr Client Council is hoping for the same this year.
With this program, the Ayr Client Council aims to foster and educate the younger local generation and
introduce them to the wide range of career opportunities in agriculture, contributing to the sustainable
growth of the industry.
For more information on this initiative, please click on the following link: Seed Grow & Show
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Ag Industry Promotional Video [Rockhampton]

The Rockhampton Client Council agreed focus is on promoting the industry to attract urban youth into
agriculture. The council proposed the development of a compelling video to highlight the importance of
food and fibre production, the wide variety of career opportunities the sector offers and the social rural
lifestyle.
The Sustainable Business Development team welcomed the idea and considered that this should be a
national initiative that requires, not only a high quality video production but a holistic communication
campaign to support it. The team will attract a suitable service provider to develop the video. Client
Councils will be consulted throughout the development of the video.
The council is also working with partner Brisbane Corinda Sate High School to get further insights on
the perception of agriculture and feedback on a video produced by council member Ray Vella to
promote family farming. The school will run a survey to all students and their parents with the aim to
get further feedback on the video produced by Ray Vella.



Financial Literacy Workshops for regional women [Southern Queensland]

The newly formed Southern Queensland Client Council - with a catchment that spans 800km from
Brisbane out to Cunnamulla - was quick in identifying financial literacy for women as one of its first
areas of focus. The council partnered with 10thousangirl to deliver three 10thousandgirl’s Better Money
Management workshops in its region.
The packed rooms in Goondiwindi (18 April), St
George (19 April) and Roma (21 April) signalled
strong demand for financial education among
regional women.
Chair of the Southern Queensland Client Council,
Sally Rigney speaking after the workshops said
that there were now close to 150 women in their
region who were feeling empowered with a
detailed plan and goals for their financial future.
Sally said she was amazed that at each event
there was such a large cross-section of the
community and praised the program that was
run by 10thousandgirl and supported by Rabobank’s Client Council.
“It was a powerful moment at the end of the day when each woman in the room gave her individual
feedback on the first step they would be taking after the workshop. You could see in one day that they
had been handed control of their lives,” Sally said.
In Western Australia these workshops were delivered in Geraldton, Kojonup and Esperance in February
and March.
More workshops are being held in various other regional communities including Ayr and Innisfail in
June, Rockhampton and Bundaberg in July and Moree and Armidale in August. If you are interested in
attending or inviting any guests, please send your expression of interest to your respective branch.
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Financial Workshops for young farmers [Dubbo]

The Young Farmers Financial Skills Workshop initiative of the Dubbo Client Council aims to improve the
financial understanding and subsequent decision making of young people starting out in farming. The
Dubbo Client Council has continued to roll out its Financial Skills Workshops for young farmers across
Central and Western New South Wales.
The workshop covers gross margin analysis, the construction of a cash flow budget and its importance
plus provides participants with a basic understanding of financial statements. This includes what makes
up a balance sheet, what is a profit and loss, what is depreciation and what is the relationship between
all these reports and their practical use and implementation? During the workshop, the participants are
also encouraged to calculate their own financial ratios and these are discussed to ensure everyone
understands their meaning. In addition, the workshop touches on equipment finance options and how
to approach a bank for a loan.
The workshop is very interactive with attendees split into groups and guided through practical exercises
by Rabobank staff members. Since October 2014, five workshops have been run with 74 young people
attending the free one day course. The most recent workshop, held in Warren during February 2016,
saw a record number of 26 young farmers in attendance.
The feedback from attendees has been very positive, highlighting that the workshop gave them a basic
understanding of financial statements and where the figures in the statements are drawn from.



CARETM Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Workshop [Dubbo]

Rural health, and more specifically mental health, is one of the four themes our Rabobank Client
Councils are working on. The Dubbo Client Council chose this as one of its main focus areas. Following
the latest Client Council meeting on 16 March, 18 participants, comprising Client Council members and
employees, attended the Dubbo “CARE” workshop presented by Meg Perceval from Be Health.
The learning objectives of the CARETM program are:


To have an increased understanding of health and mental health



To have an increased understanding of mental illness and suicide



To feel confident to recognise when someone may need assistance



To be able to connect with someone who may need assistance, ask them about their situation and
refer them to appropriate care



To understand the impact of continued connection and encourage yourself and others to engage in
health inducing behaviours



To make a commitment to improve your health and wellbeing in some way.

A section on mental illness and suicide covered contemporary statistics pertaining to the Australian
situation, with a focus on rural statistics. The group also discussed theories about why people commit
suicide and how this relates back to health factors.
Participants were then trained in the “CARE” action plan to assist others: Connect, Ask, Refer and
Encourage. Discussion and examples were given with each step so that participants felt more confident
in being able to apply these strategies in real life situations.
Participants gained an increased understanding and awareness of mental illness, learned about triggers,
when and how to ask how someone is and what to say when having conversations with clients or other
community members.
“For me it was one of the most worthwhile courses I have done in my professional life. The course
outlined the importance of prevention but also dealt with some practical responses if faced with an
individual who is feeling suicidal,” Dubbo Branch Manager Luke Smith said.
Another participant commented: “I found it very useful for being able to recognise when someone is not
well to the point I have already told someone they need to get their sibling help as he is showing signs
of depression.”
The workshop is available to Client Councils willing to run it and attend.
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RFDS Pit Stop Health Check at Walgett Show [Dubbo]

Another health initiative run by the Dubbo Client Council took place at the recent Walgett Show. The
Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS) Walgett “Pit Stop”, sponsored by Rabobank, provided free health
screenings to Walgett Agricultural Show attendees on Saturday 7 and Sunday 8 May 2016. Almost 90
attendees visited the pit stop which was designed to help identify people at risk of chronic diseases,
health concerns and mental health matters.
The RFDS Primary Health Care
team from Dubbo, including a GP,
flight nurses and a psychologist,
provided multi station health
screening to local residents and
surrounding farming communities.
The majority of attendees were
from rural farming properties, and
due to the distance to services, do
not have convenient access to
primary healthcare.
The multi station “Pit Stop”
screened consenting attendees for
cancer (including skin, prostrate,
testicular, breast, cervical and
bowel cancer), diabetes and obesity, alcohol risk, blood pressure, smoking and mental health.
Following screening, a General Practitioner reviewed the outcome of each screening station, reinforced
any health concerns requiring further follow up and answered any additional questions from
participants.
The event was supported by volunteers from Rabobank, including Dubbo Branch staff and Dubbo Client
Council members, who played a valuable role in recommending the “Pit Stop” to attendees. Their
contacts and knowledge of local communities proved to be instrumental in the high number of people
visiting the screening. The volunteers
also assisted with staffing the RFDS
mobile education unit, a life-size replica
of a Kingair aircraft. The education unit
helped to draw attention to the “Pit
Stop” and to raise awareness of the
RFDS’s work.
The feedback received on the day was
overwhelmingly positive with attendees
saying it should be offered at every
country show.
The event was successful in creating
opportunities for these communities to
discuss and present health concerns in a
safe environment from qualified health
personnel, and to seek further
information, support and referral advice
from an independent organisation. Half
of all attendees received a referral to
follow up on health concerns presented to the RFDS medical team.
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Food & Fibre Futures Forum for career advisors [Goulburn Murray]

In December 2015 Roger Matthews, Shepparton Branch Manager and chair of the Goulburn Murray
Client Council presented on careers in agriculture at the Career Education Association of Victoria (CEAV)
Conference in Melbourne. The Conference was attended by 280 careers practitioners from across the
state. Feedback was so positive that CEAV’s CEO made direct contact with Rabobank requesting the
council to organise a full day conference dedicated solely to careers in Food and Agribusiness.
The council recognised the need to have skilled young people entering the sector and developed a one
day forum to engage school career advisors and share with them the challenging careers within the
Food & Fibre sectors.
Rabobank’s Goulburn Murray Client Council co-hosted the forum with Career Education Association of
Victoria (CEAV) and Rimfire Resources (a specialist agribusiness recruitment firm), on 30 May in
Melbourne.

The forum highlighted the depth, breadth and diversity of career opportunities available within the food
and fibre sectors. Rob McGavin from Boundary Bend, which produces 70% of Australia’s Olive Oil
highlighted the very high wages which topline managers can now earn. Other inspiring presenters and
young professionals shared their journey and career paths along with what they believe they will need
from the workforce in the future. Client council members and staff noted several “light bulb” moments
among the audience when some of the stories were told about the variety of the career opportunities
the sector offers.
Over 120 career advisors and education providers attended the forum, along with the client council
members, media and partner organisations. The objective of the Client Council is to help attract the
best and brightest to careers in food and fibre by engaging with and educating metropolitan based
careers advisors. A pleasing outcome of the forum was that more than half the attendees were from
city based schools.
Feedback from attendees was extremely positive. “The first thing that worked well, in my opinion, was
the calibre of speakers that you were able to gather together. A great mix of successful entrepreneurs
and young ‘go getters’ who have what it takes to climb through the ranks quickly of their chosen field.
We were listening to experts speak about the future of Agriculture in Australia which I find crucial as I
am often hearing about the past where I work rather than what is possible for the next generation of
young people who take on a career in our field”, an Ag Teacher said.
To see the detailed forum’s program, please click here.
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Capacity Building Project sponsorship [Geraldton & Narrogin]

The Australian Grain Institute (AGI) Capacity
Building Project is working to improve access to
job ready and skilled people for a sustainable
grains industry.
The project has three key themes ATTRACT;
UPSKILL; EMPLOY and has the support of 12
organisations, which span industry, government
and academia. Rabobank WA Client Councils
are supporting the three-year project.
This year will see the start of a number of
programs to support the themes:
1. From Paddock to Plate
AGI will engage From Paddock to Plate (FPTP)
to create Grain Industry specific educational
resources in the form of 3 x 15 minute videos
showcasing career pathways. Shorter (3 minute
& 30 Second) edits of videos will be available
for social media use. The videos will be
available to the WA grains industry to support
educational programs, highlight career
pathways and help to bridge the urban/country
divide.
2. Youth Engagement Panel
AGI will create a Youth Engagement Panel with
tertiary student representatives from Curtin,
Murdoch, UWA and Muresk, coming from both
regional and urban backgrounds. The panel will
inform future marketing and communications
from AGI, become social media champions and
highlight career potential in the Grain Industry
to their peers.
3. Marketing and Communications
Manager
A Communications Manager will support the
youth engagement panel, create and maintain
a social media campaign, generate interest
from traditional media channels, manage
stakeholder communications and create a new
website showcasing Grain Industry
employment.
4. Career pathway mapping
AGI will develop will use case studies to
highlight career pathways and current job roles
across the Grain Industry; whilst also modelling
of the jobs of the future as the take-up of new
technologies and innovation continues.
For more information on the Capacity Building
project, please click here.
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Muresk Institute Rabobank Client Council Scholarships [Geraldton & Narrogin]

In line with the long-term industry capacity theme, the WA Client Councils have partnered with Charles
Sturt University to contribute to promote the entry of young talent to the industry. Since 2014 the
Geraldton and Narrogin Client Councils have provided two scholarships ($2,500 each) awarded to first
year students of Agricultural Business Management Degree offered by Muresk Institute.
Geoff Adams [Rabobank Regional Manager] and Veronica
Davies [Geraldton CC member] were actively involved in
the interview process of the 2016 intake.
The worthy recipients were Zoe Norwell and Ochieng
Jacob Bodo.
Zoe Norwell from a farming family in Narrogin and a
graduate of the Narrogin campus of WA College of
Agriculture, where she represented the College as the
cattle team captain at various shows including the Perth
Royal Show and Wagin Wollarama. Zoe is community
minded and always gets involved at various levels of
support for the community of Narrogin.
Ochieng Jacob Bodo formerly from a small village in the South Sudan and from a subsistence farming
family. With the lack of opportunities in Sudan, Jacob and family immigrated to Australia to learn better
ways of farming. Jacob has previously volunteered for the Gosnells Community Support Services and he
is looking forward to his university studies.
Both Zoe and Jacob have been invited to present at the next joint WA council meeting to be held on 29
September 2016.
In addition, Branch Managers Ryan Hetherington [Geraldton] and Phil Edkins [Narrogin] represented
Rabobank in this year’s Ag Institute Australia Careers Night at the Claremont Show Grounds, presenting
on the career opportunities the food and agribusiness sectors offer. The event had 67 students
attending. Interaction with students and feedback received from them were positive with many of them
expressing interest in careers in Ag.



INSPIRE Summit - Supporting women in agribusiness [Geraldton & Narrogin]

Around 130 women from across WA’s wheat belt gathered in Perth recently for the inaugural Inspire
Summit, designed to enhance farm business skills in the grains industry.
Hosted by Partners in Grain (PinG) WA, with support from the Rabobank WA Client Councils, the event
was held at Pagoda Resort & Spa on 6 and 7 April 2016 and proved to be a great success.
Providing a rare opportunity for rural women across
WA to come together, the two-day conference
showcased the crucial role women play in their
businesses, communities and families, and focused
on sharing advanced business skills and knowledge.

but in community and industry initiatives.

Women wear many hats in their farming businesses
and are often integral in not only the day-to-day
running of the business, but also the financial
management, human resources and marketing. The
Inspire Summit focused on enhancing these skills,
which can not only be applied back into the business,

Featuring a line-up of high-calibre speakers, the sessions covered topics including the global future of
agriculture, boards and governance, technology and social media, succession, farm safety, advanced
business management skills and influential communication.
For more information on the INSPIRE Summit program, please click here.
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Knowledge Partnerships Pilot Program [Geraldton]

The nine-month Knowledge Partnership program pilot launched in July 2015, with 40 members of the
Liebe Group, concluded last March with a wrap up event in Dalwallinu (WA) with a clear endorsement of
mentoring as a suitable and valuable vehicle for reinforcing support networks and development for
young farmers.
The pilot program engaged the services of specialists McCarthy Mentoring to help develop the program,
guide the mentors and mentees and help identify the learnings from the program as benchmarked
against similar programs.
Feedback from both mentors and mentees was overwhelmingly positive – with 100% of participants
saying they would recommend other farmers get involved.
86% of the mentees reported that they had achieved or were progressing well towards their goals and
objectives for the program and 93% of mentors indicated they would continue to meet their mentee.
The majority of mentees believe that being involved in the program had helped them, improve their
stakeholder relationships, they had gained greater clarity on business and personal goals and that
during the program their self-confidence and self-awareness had increased.
Mentors also reported they enjoyed their role, particularly because they were able to share their
experience and help the next generation of farmers. Many commented that they found they had gotten
as much from the experience as the mentee and all said they would be very keen to mentor again.
The pilot program reinforced the value a formal mentoring program can deliver to the next generation
of farmers but also that the knowledge exchange is two way and both mentors and mentees benefit
from the experience.
75% of mentees said the
mentoring program had
added value to their
business. “I learnt that you
need to work on your
business more rather than
in the business - being able
to delegate is a big
enabler”, one mentee
commented.
There is significant interest
in and a commitment
across our Client Council
network to facilitating
further mentoring
opportunities for farmers
more broadly, across enterprises and across both Australia and New Zealand. Rabobank is currently
working on developing a structure and framework for expanding and replicating the Knowledge
Partnership Program through the Client Council network.
For more information on the results of the pilot program click here.
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Your valuable contribution as a Client Council member
We would like to thank you for your input into the Client Council dialogue so far.
Rabobank has a long term view on business and relationships. This allows us to contribute
meaningfully to a sustainable food and agribusiness industry.
As the Client Council concept is still quite new, we are sometimes asked, ‘What is my role as a Client
Council member?’ Your contribution as a Client Council member can include:









Active participation in Client Council meetings;
Suggestions for agenda items;
Your feedback on current and future initiatives related to the agreed themes;
Use of your network of contacts when engaging with local stakeholders like schools, research
institutes, councils, other community members, etc.
Recommending subject matter experts;
Recruiting participants for the local activation of initiatives;
Knowledge sharing;
Your feedback on our strategy, products and services.

As explained in previous meetings, our ultimate view on ownership of the Client Councils is by
having them chaired by our clients.

www.rabobank.com.au
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